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HIGH  COURT  FORM  NO.  (J)  3. 
HEADING OF JUDGMENT ON APPEAL 

 
DISTRICT      :  Kamrup. 
 
In the Appellate Court of the Civil Judge No. 1, Kamrup, Guwahati. 
 

Present            :  Shri J.K. Pramanik, AJS,  
                           Civil Judge No. 1, 
   Guwahati. 
 
           Monday,  the    17th    day of January, 2011. 
 

Title Appeal No. 76 of 2009. 
 

 From the decree/order dated 24/7/09 of Munsiff No. 1, Kamrup, 
Guwahati, passed in T.S. No. 204 of 2009. 
 

1. Dona Planet Shop Owners Association, 
2. Mr. Jahanuddin Ahmed, 
3. Mr. Bani Hazarika, 
4. Mrs. Anjali Majumdar, 
5. Miss Nilakshi Baruah, 
6. Mrs. Anupama Deka, 
7. Mrs. Rabia Sultan, 
8. Mr. Kajol Paul, 
9. Mrs. Rezu Gogoi, 

10. Dr. Padma Dhar, 
11. Sri Shankar Pran Bhuyan, 
12. Sri Prahlad Bhuyan,  
13. Mrs. Bimala Devi Konsam,  
14. Capt. Robin Konsam, 
15. M/S Eastern Plaza Ltd.        ……………….             Appellants 
 

-Versus- 
1. Dona Builders Pvt. Ltd.  
2. Managing Director                .…………….       Respondents 

 
                                                                                                                                                         

 This appeal coming on this day (or having been heard on) 
08/12/2010 and 22/12/2010 in presence of   
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1. Mr. Rupjyoti Bordoloi,   
2.      Mr. T. Baruah, 
3.      Mr. F. Ahmed,                                      
4.      Mr. A, Medhi,                                        Advocate(s) for appellants 
5.      Ms. Juri Talukdar.        ………               Pleader(s) 
 
                                            -AND- 
1.     Mr. S.N. Sarma, 
2.     Mr. R. K. Jain,                          
3.     Mr. D. Das                                       Advocate (s) for Respondents  
4.     Ms. D. Devi                …………       Pleader(s) 

   

            And having stood for consideration to this day, the court    

delivered the following judgment:- 

 
 

 

                                                          J U D G M E N T 
 
 

  This appeal is directed against the impugned judgment 

and decree dated 24/07/09 passed in Title Suit No. 204/09 by the Ld. 

Munsiff No. 1, at Guwahati. 

 

   Being highly aggrieved and dissatisfied with the impugned 

judgment and decree, the appellants have preferred the instant 

appeal before this Court on the following amongst other grounds:- 

 

   For that the learned court below has committed error in 

law and facts in dismissing the suit on the ground of maintainability of 

the suit by framing it as a preliminary issue by failing to consider that 

there is pleading to that effect, for that learned Court below erred in 

deciding that plaintiff No.  2 to 15 has no right to sue and they are not  
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owners of their respective shop rooms; for that the learned Court 

below in coming into the conclusion that relief (a) prayed in the suit is 

actually a relief of specific performance of contract as contained in 

agreement to sale and relief (b), (c) and (d) pertains to the breach of 

contract by failing to consider that suit of the plaintiff is in fact a suit 

for declaration and injunction, for that the learned court below in 

holding that remedies for the plaintiff is to sue for (1) specific 

performance of the contract or (2) breach of contract or (3) rescission 

of contract and therefore present suit is being the case of a 

declaratory suit on rights arising out of a contract can not be 

maintained by failing to consider that so far the defendant No. 1 is 

concern there is no existing agreement for sale between the said 

society and the defendant, for that the in deciding the issue No. 1 in 

negative as plaintiffs are not shop owners and therefore have no right 

to institute the present suit seeking declaration by failing to consider 

that plaintiffs have not instituted the present suit seeking declaration, 

but they are seeking declaration that in terms of the agreement 

defendant are bound to made certain acts, which the learned court 

below fails to consider in passing  the impugned judgment and 

decree which is liable to be set aside, for that learned court below 

erred in  coming into conclusion that for making prayer of the plaint 

there must be a legal character of ownership of shop rooms but such 

legal character is missing in the plaintiffs case and therefore the relief 

of declaration on the rights shown in the plaint can not be maintained 

by failing to consider properly the provision of Section 34 of the 

Specific Relief Act etc., which requires to be interfere with.  
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    Plaintiffs’ case, in brief, is that the plaintiff No. 1 is a 

society, of shop owners of “Dona Planet” registered under provision 

of Society Registration Act XXI of 1860 and plaintiff No.s 2 to 15 are 

the member of the said societies, occupant of different shops of 

“Dona Planet”. The  defendant is a private limited company 

incorporated and registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956.  

On the basis of proposal of the defendant No. 1 company to construct 

a multistoried building in the name and style of ‘Dona Planet”  and to 

sold shop rooms ownership basis, the plaintiff No.s 2 to 15 had 

approached the defendants for allotment of individual shop rooms in 

the said premises. Accordingly, the defendants have agreed to sell 

and the plaintiffs No. 2 to 15 had agreed to purchase their respective 

shop premises and entered into agreement for sale with the 

defendant No. 1. Plaintiff No. 2 entered into the agreement for sale on 

1/6/05, plaintiff No. 3 on 17/3/06, plaintiff No. 4 on 17/3/06, plaintiff 

No. 5 on 2/2/05, plaintiff No. 6 on 29/5/06, plaintiff No. 7 on 

4/11/2003, plaintiff No. 8 on 21/11/06, plaintiff No. 9 on 22/8/2005, 

plaintiff No. 10 on 19/5/2004, plaintiff No. 11 on 12/11/07, plaintiff No. 

12 on 12/11/07, plaintiff No. 13 on 21/2/07, plaintiff No. 14 on 21/9/06 

and plaintiff No. 15 on 27/6/06. It is stated that after payment of all 

dues by plaintiffs and on completion of the building, defendants have 

handed over possession of respective shop rooms to the plaintiff No.s 

2 to 15 and they have started their business after handing over of 

possession  of  their  respective  shop  rooms  by  defendants.  As 

per  terms  of  agreement  for  sale  commencing  a  week after notice 

in  writing  is  to  be  given  by  the  builders  to the  purchaser that the  
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premises is ready for use and occupation, the purchasers shall be 

liable to pay proportionate charge of common area maintenance 

(CAM) to the said organization and till then the cost of said CAM @ 

Rs. 7/- per square feet shall be payable to the builder. The plaintiffs 

contended that although they paid all dues, but the defendant builder 

has not formed the society and has been demanding CAM charge @ 

Rs. 17/- per square feet. Accordingly on 3/12/08, the defendant 

issued advocates notices to the individual shop owners to come 

forward for execution of the sale deed, which is contrary to the 

agreement. Since the defendant did not recognized the plaintiff No. 1 

societies and hand over the management of the Dona planet of the 

plaintiff No. 1 societies as per the agreement. Hence, the plaintiff filed 

this suit for declaration and injunction for relief.  

 

    While on the other hand, by filing written statement the 

answering defendant contested the suit denying the truth of the 

plaintiffs case save and except what are not specifically admitted and 

interalia, stated that the suit is not maintainable; there is no cause of 

action for filing the suit, the suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary 

parties etc. The further case of the defendant is that if the plaintiffs 

No. 2 to 15 have formed such society/association, the same is quite 

illegal and contradictory to the terms of the deed of agreement for 

sale as none of them has yet got registered the sale deed. It is stated 

that the defendant No. 1 is the absolute owner and in possession of a 

plot of land measuring 2 bighas comprised in dag No. 848 of K.P. 

Patta No. 39 and constructed a centrally air conditioned prestigious 

multistoried commercial complex thereon under the name and style of  
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“Dona Planet” at G.S. Road, Guwahati and the defendants have 

executed separate deed of agreement for sale with each of the 

plaintiffs No. 2 to 15 along with other transferees which is still 

subsists and valid. It is stated that the plaintiff No. 2 to 15 along with 

others have not paid their common area maintenance charges to the 

defendants as per the terms of the agreement till date. It is further 

stated that unless the entire space of the Dona Planet is sold out to 

the intending transferees, it is not possible on the part of the 

defendants as builders to form an association of shop owner to look 

after the common areas. The answering defendants denied that they 

were informed by the plaintiffs about the formation and registration of 

the alleged association/society. It is further stated that unless the 

plaintiffs paid their arrear dues up-to-date and register the sale deed 

for their respective premises they are not entitled to get services of 

common areas and amenities in the Dona Planet and the plaintiffs 

misinterpreted the terms of the agreement willfully for their illegal 

personal gain. The answering defendants stated that the plaintiffs 

have not approached the court with clean hands and as such they are 

not entitled to get any relief or decree of permanent mandatory 

injunction as prayed for in the plaint. Hence, the defendant prayed to 

dismiss the suit with cost. 

 

   From the pleadings of the parties, the following issues 

have been framed:- 

 

1. Whether the suit is maintainable in view of the 

pleadings and the relief (s) prayed for  and in the 

present form ? 

                                                                             Contd……………… 
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2. Is the suit undervalued and deficient in court fee ? 

3. Whether as per agreement for sale the defendant 

agreed that the purchasers of shop rooms shall join 

as members of society / limited company / body 

corporate. After the formation of such society the 

builder will hand over the management of the building 

to the society  ? 

4. Whether the defendant neglected in forming the 

society as per the terms of agreement ? 

5. Is the act of the defendant, in executing sale deeds 

and registration of property in the name of individual 

shop owners, contrary to the agreement ? 

6. Whether the formation of plaintiff No. 1 society is 

illegal and contrary to agreement for sale ? 

7. Are the common area maintenance charges sought 

by the defendant at the rate of Rs. 17 per square feet 

illegal and contrary to agreement for sale ? 

8. Whether the plaintiffs are entitled to relief (s) prayed 

for ? 

 

    Perusal of the record reveals that in the instant suit, 

learned court below heard the parties on the injunction application 

and during hearing of the injunction application, learned senior 

counsel for the defendants had raised the plea of non-maintainability 

of the suit apart from some of the points of law. Learned court below, 

at the time of writing order on the application for injunction when was 

appreciating  the  rival  contentions,  found  that the dispute in the suit  
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between the parties rests on the interpretation of the agreements for 

sale in question, which are admitted documents. The defendants 

have also disputed the formation of plaintiff No. 1, society by the 

plaintiff No. 2 to 15as contrary to the terms of the agreements for 

sale. As such learned curt below observed that issues framed and 

appended with the record, arising between the parties are not  

disputed questions of facts for which evidence would be required. 

Learned court below further observed that if the parties feel that any 

issue has been left out or that evidence is required, they may pray to 

that effect and their prayer will be considered. Hence, instead of 

disposing the injunction application by any order, learned trial court 

heard the parties on the issues framed vide order dated 24/6/09.  

 

   Accordingly on the prayer of the defendant issues on 

pecuniary jurisdiction as framed as issue No. 9 and to the issue on 

maintainability of suit issue No. 1 “the present form”, has been added.  

 

   It is also on record that learned lawyer for the plaintiff 

submitted that he misunderstand the order dated 24/6/09 to be as 

posted for issue hearing and learned advocate for the plaintiff also 

stated that he would like to adduce evidence, which the learned trial 

court allowed to consider during hearing of issue No. 1 and 9, on the 

next date, which is being heard preliminarily and also allowed the 

plaintiff’s counsel to argue on other issues. Defendants have also 

submitted electricity bills.  
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   From the scrutiny of the impugned judgment, what 

reveals is that as preliminary issue regarding maintainabilities of the 

suit, learned court below interalia, observed that all along, the 

plaintiffs claimed them to be the shop owners of the Dona Planet on 

the strength of the said agreement for sale. Agreement for sale 

although not disputed, but, according to the learned trial court, in the 

absence of sale deed or deed of title, how the plaintiffs can be termed 

as the  owner and entitled to get decree of title and mandatory 

injunction for directing the defendants to transfer the title and 

possession by execution sale deed. Learned trial court, thus held that 

although instant suit is filed for declaration and injunction but it is a 

suit for specific performance of the court in disguise of suit for 

declaration. But for such relief the legal character of ownership to the 

plaintiff is missing, as such, the declaration sought for by the plaintiff, 

as above can not be maintained as on right to relief arising out of a 

contract is to sue for specific performance of contract, on breach of 

contract or rescission of contract.  

 

   As regards, valuation of the suit, learned trial court 

interalia, observed that as stated above, although, the plaintiff in the 

grab of declatory suit, a suit for specific performance of the contract 

has been filed. Yet the valuation of the suit has to be considered and 

checked on the basis of the pleading of contents of the plaint, usually 

valuation should not be interfered with unless arbitrary and the 

plaintiff is at liberty to claim relief and put valuation of the suit, as his 

own. Moreover, when, the plaintiffs have paid the entire consideration 

of  money  for  their  respective  shops  and  they  have  also obtained  
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possession of their shops. As such, relief, prayed for have been 

notionally valued and formed to be proper and advalorem court fees 

paid thereon accordingly, on which the court does have pecuniary 

jurisdiction to try the suit. Accordingly the learned court below 

answered in negative issue No. 1 and 2, however answered in 

affirmative issue No. 9. However, the learned trial court abstained 

from deciding rest issues No. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 as redundant in view of 

holding that the suit is not maintainable in the present form, as stated 

hereinabove under order XV Rule 3 C.P.C. and dismissed the suit.    

 

 

   During argument, learned lawyer for the appellant 

submitted that the finding of the learned trial court of issue No. 1 is 

not based on the pleadings and is the outcome of the wrong 

perception of the law. Learned court below failed to consider the 

agreement in question in its true perspective and illegally dismissed 

the suit on preliminary hearing without affording opportunities to the 

plaintiff-appellant, opportunity to lead evidence to prove their case for 

declaration and injunction by holding mechanically that the plaintiffs 

filed declaratory suit in the grab of specific performance of contract. It 

is argued that learned trial court although come across the facts that 

entire money under agreement for sale is paid to the defendant and 

possession of the rooms have been delivered to the plaintiffs, who 

are possessing the same with knowledge and consent of the 

defendant-builder by paying common area maintenance (CAM) to the 

defendant but failed to consider the same to ascertain the real 

dispute by ignoring the pleadings of the parties available on record. It  
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is argued that had the learned trial court gone into the pleadings of 

the both sides, the trial court would have understood that the sale of 

the suit rooms are not in actual dispute. Only dispute between the 

parties is that after delivery of the possession of the rooms to the 

plaintiff allottee, the defendant/builder will form a society with the 

allotees/occupants who will maintain the building/area etc. and till the 

said society is formed, the maintenance cost (CAM) aforesaid @ Rs. 

7/- per square feet be paid to he defendants. Further claim of the 

plaintiff is that despite of sale of the building premises (rooms), the 

defendant did not form the society and instead of forming society 

illegally continuing to claim said maintenance cost at the Rate @ Rs. 

17/- per square feet illegally and also the defendants have not yet 

executed the sale deed with respects of the said rooms sold out to 

the defendants No. 2 to 15 and in the name of the said societies No. 

1 “M/s Dona Planets” other than the individual name of the said 

plaintiffs and demanding illegally CAM at high rate, as stated above. 

It is further argued that learned court below also failed to consider 

that the defendant also did not dispute the said agreement and only 

disputed that there is no agreement to sell the rooms in the name of 

the societies, formation of which is illegal. The plaintiff is to take sale 

deed in their individual name and till then to pay the CAM aforesaid to 

the defendant. Learned lawyer for the appellant submitted that, under 

the facts and circumstances aforesaid, the finding of issue No. 1 by 

the learned trial court is wrong in – much – as the suit cant be 

decided on the issue No. 1, 2 and 9 aforesaid, but the learned court 

below failed to consider all these aspects and dismissed the suit 

illegally  by  the  impugned  judgment and decree, which is bad in law  
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and requires to be set aside. Accordingly the learned lawyer for the 

appellant prayed for allowing the appeal.  

 

   While, the learned lawyer for the respondent argued that 

even though the agreement for sale is not disputed or denied, the 

plaintiffs ought to have filed the suit for specific performance of the 

contract for execution of the sale deed and delivery of possession of 

the building as the sale deed pertaining to the agreement for sale has 

not yet been executed to pass title and possession with respect to the 

shops to the plaintiffs and still as of howall the shop rooms over the 

building has not be sold out by executing sale deed yet, formation of 

society by the defendant does not arise. The formation of the society 

by the plaintiff is thus illegal and prematured, which the learned court 

below has looked into and considered in deciding the suit correctly by 

dismissal, which requires no interference. Learned lawyer for the 

respondent further argued that under the facts and circumstances 

aforesaid, the suit of the plaintiff for declaration and injunction is not 

maintainable, which the learned court below decided rightly in 

dismissing the suit. Learned lawyer for the respondent prayed for 

dismissal of the appeal accordingly.  

 

   In view of above, it is apparent that the plaintiff has filed 

the instant suit for declaration of their status as allottee under the 

agreement for sale, in question executed by the defendants in their 

favour as in the instant suit alleged sale of the shops and delivery of 

possession thereof and payment of consideration for such allotment 

is not disputed.  So the  plaintiffs appear to have opted for declaration  
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and mandatory injunction for registration of the sale deed as prayed 

as the actual effect of allotment and delivery of possession of the suit 

rooms in their favour is not disputed. Accordingly in my view these 

are apparently questions of facts to be proved by evidence and in 

such a situation issue No. 1 has to be considered in view of the 

decisions of the issues No. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 on the basis of evidence 

on records since all these issues are inter related to one another with 

respect to the rights or the parties in dispute, stated above.                                                                  

 

   As such, I am of the view that the suit in hand can not be 

decided on the preliminary hearing, as above, on the issues No. 1, 2 

and 9 only leaving of the other issues without evidence.  

 

   In view of above, I opine that learned court below erred in 

law and facts in passing the impugned judgment and decree which 

suffers from illegality and liable to be set aside for fresh disposal on 

the basis of evidence. Accordingly I  allow the appeal and consider it 

necessary in the interest of justice to remand the suit to the learned 

court below to decide the suit on all issues afresh giving opportunities 

to the parties to lead evidence, if any.  

 

   In the result, I set aside the impugned judgment and 

decree appealed against and remand the suit to the learned court 

below with direction to dispose of the suit afresh on all issues giving 

due opportunities of hearing to the both sides preferably within 3 

(three) months from the receipt of the record.  
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  Parties are left to bear their own costs.  

 

   Send back the case record of the learned court below 

with a copy of the judgment immediately.  

 

 Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 17th  day 

of January, 2011. 

 
 
Dictated and corrected by me                                Civil Judge No. 1, 
                                                      Kamrup,Guwahati. 
 
 
Civil Judge No. 1, 
Kamrup, Guwahati. 
 


